Esteemed Members of this Alliance, the time has come for the unascended Dear Souls
of the Sun Of Even Pressure Council to address this ENACA Council. We Stand before
each and every one gathered here, including all those Dear Intergalactic Emissaries of
the Light who may be reading or listening to these Discourses. Although, in the Purity
of our Intentions, we would have had you represented within this Council, however in
hindsight, due to our levels of awareness at this time of the Highest Truth, it is clearly
comprehended now, that in order to have defined and refined the Truth of the Purpose
of this Petition, events needed to take the direction they did! We Pray this is accepted
in Good Faith that we, the unascended contingency, have Honoured All Beings within
the Highest Truth.
Today, we not only stand before you as One United Voice through the SOEPC, but as
Ambassadors for the Whole. We stand not only for the Human Race here upon Mother
Gaia, but also for All Human Races within All the Star Systems Who have the most
benevolent Investment of Energies for Advancement of each Star Human Race.
As this is possibly the penultimate Discourse within this Round of Discourses, that shall
pertain to this Petition for the Grants which shall be defined herein, we specifically turn
now towards Beloved Lady Portia, Who as the Goddess of Justice and The Goddess of
Opportunity, and as the Divine Representative of the Karmic Board of Directors, Who
shall in turn deliberate upon this Petition and Deliver Their verdict as to acceptance or
the rejection of it. We shall now put forward our summary of why we believe these
Petitions should be Granted.
Thanking you all in advance for listening to our
presentation here.
What began as an effort by unascended human Souls to clean up Nuclear and Chemical
Waste around the World has expanded itself to include certain types and levels of
technology. In the typical human experience, where we turn to technology for help,
there is the potential to turn away from the “Application of Life”. Our great opportunity
and our great challenge, within this human Experiment, is to Embody what it is to be a
Living Organism; and not all technology is benevolent to this end. However, our focus
upon becoming a Living Organism has begun, and the awareness of what is beneficial
and what is not, requires greater diligence on our part to Qualify. We, who are
Understanding what it is to BE a Christ Council, are now holding the presented Visions
within the horizons of Our New-Found Awareness. As Human Angels Re-Membering
Our Source, with feet on the ground, continuing to navigate human creations, we still
have some work to do within our focus of attentions and Application of Our Energies.

And yet, how much has the direct experience for humanity begun to reveal? One could
say, it is indeed great!
This ‘free-will’ region has empowered the forces that continue to hold onto their
determination and tenacious indignation to remain as the power elite. The Divine
Charter for this region has allowed this to happen. The Beauty of this unfolding is that
the Vision to “keep on keeping on,” while remaining fully cognizant of the Cosmic Laws
that Govern this World and Holding True to the Application of such Laws, is now a
materializing Reality.
Beloved Serapis Bey has surfaced the opportunity to share the benefits of this unfolding
Plan through this unascended Human Endeavour amongst the Members of the Galactic
Federation. And within that same sharing, He reminded us of the “correct channels”
that must be followed to access His Ascension Temple. As an effect of physical
materialization, technology forms no part of these ‘correct channels’; only Cause can
be Dedicated and Consecrated to this Self-Realization.
As Beloved Saint Germain has reminded Us, from a Christ Consciousness perspective,
this is rather an unusual situation. What could be said to “break the Cosmic Laws in
many ways” is the Brilliance of a Divine Plan unfolding so that the Prime Creator can
Expand Itself in New and Wonderful Ways. If any Experiment is to truly succeed and
prove its point (in this case, that the Human, in the Image of God can Re-Member, even
in a state of forgetfulness in a river of emotional storms that create veils the like of which
show the very Creative Power of forgetful unascended God-Creators), then it must be
allowed to unfold. Our Task has primarily been to Observe, take measurement, Act in
Accordance to God’s Power, Will, Truth and Wisdom, and allow Impressions of Higher
Intelligence Thoughtform by Shamballa, Hierarchy and Humanity to come when times
have waivered in our confusion or mental old paradigm beliefs and programs. But the
Desire for Perfection is ever at the Heart of All That Is along with Ourselves once that
Knowledge, Practice, Familiarity and Know-how has been Qualified within the human
experience.
Thanks Be to God, The ‘I Am’ Presence within Us, for this unfolding for Perfection.
Already we have had an expanding Qualification remind Us of so much. Saint Germain
Stated that, "The New World Servers upon the Planet today are being Guided not to
intervene or get caught up in any sort of consciousness that shall hold themselves
within any sort of incarnational loop of any fixed Mind Consciousness." Settling for
anything that fails to surpass the first Nine Dimensional Realms is simply not possible.
For this to be possible would suggest the Divine Plan was flawed, a Divine Plan that
Beholds the return of Human God Life forgetting Itself from the lowest Dimension back

to the Twelfth. Thankfully, this Council is a reflection of unascended Human Beings
choosing to listen to Our Counsels, which essentially continues to be a paraphrasing of
the following: “We would advocate that each one of you continue to Work upon your
Vibrational Frequencies and Light Quotients, so that such technologies will no longer be
required within this Ascension Program for Human Life here on Planet Earth.”
'I AM' Grateful that Saint Germain stands firm. The release of millions of pounds and
dollars would be wasted without the Resonance to ensure the Correct Application of
Life. Like a deluge of effect, money poured into an unprepared and un-Initiated Living
Organism, would likely drown those involved; and this We cannot allow! Even now, the
awareness within unascended Human Beings is beginning to UNDERSTAND that, "The
success of physical Life is beautiful, most worthy; but the Perfection of oneself is a
thousand times more valuable than all the wealth one can accumulate about them."
This Human Experiment is starting to show signs of an Awareness that the ‘Law of Life’
will produce Success because they are beginning to allow the 'I AM' Presence to direct
them into Perfect Activity. They are beginning to understand the Heart of the EGA
Divine Plan. Until they have fully realized that, "everything they are, ever hope to be,
or have, must come through their feeling world", that they must learn how to
Consciously Commune, and Co-Create with the Angelic and Devic Kingdoms; unless this
is done, then this Human Experiment will not be complete. This cannot happen until
they have Mastered the Life-Stream that causes ‘Feeling’ to BE. The only way for this
Mastery to unfold is through Direct Experience and proving to the 'I AM' Presence by
each individual that they indeed can be Trusted. With such Trust, they will graduate
from the High School of Duality and be ready to start their Studies to become Masters
of Compassion in the Cosmic University.
The Maha Chohan has reminded Us that it is the inability for humans to see beyond
their own human difficulties that drives them. How wonderous is the Divine Plan that
causes these aspects of humanness to keep looking for solutions. The ‘Principle of Pain’,
felt within the emotional body is indeed a potent teacher. In of Itself, this is a major
contributing factor in their inevitable drive to transcend the inability to see beyond their
own human difficulties. It is this very Paradox that has yielded so much to the Observers
of this Human Experiment; this might be considered to be the Essence of Humanity
Expanding Itself in the Fullness of God Life.
This Council has already witnessed Realization concerning the need for Education of the
250,000 Star Nations. If this Human/Master’s Alliance Council accomplishes only one
Realization – that the Sphere of Observation needs to be expanded from the Spiritual
Hierarchy to include these Star Nations, for the benefit for such Advanced Civilizations

to learn more of Who They Are, for the Refinement of the very Human Blueprint Itself
to Enhance Existence – then It will have served a Grand Purpose.
And yet, this extension to include the topic of technology within this Council has not
occurred by accident. It was required so that the understanding of what technology is,
represents, and can create, could be brought into conscious awareness. This SelfRealization must be coupled with the understanding that the only acceptable premise
for the use of technology, concerning Earth’s Nuclear and Chemical Affairs, must evolve
toward its’ dissolution as humanity steps further into their own God ‘I AM’ Presence.
In Discourse 3 the Maha Chohan posed two questions for consideration.
“Would humanity not benefit in the long term to see that their efforts in cleaning up a
certain amount of such things as Nuclear fallout, radio-active contamination or
chemical destruction?
Would humanity not be inspired to stretch their rubber bands to breaking point, if they
saw with their own eyes that their Invocations and Decrees were actually making a
difference?”
Any benefit in the long term cannot interfere with the reconciliation of the various
bodies in the Work of the Infinite Way. This includes the fragility of humanity coping
with life’s challenges even as the seed program (Alpha) and the harvest program
(Omega) converge into this scale of human temporality, and specifically into the
Interplanetary Exchanges of Knowledge and Experience. The Work of the Order of
Melchizedek, “to Know One’s Identity in the Higher Worlds as a ‘Volunteer’ with the
Abilities and Gifts to help train All Light Movements, Denominations, and Dimensional
Perspectives to Work in Co-Ordination and in Unity with the Father” must be factored
into this Petition. Any implementation of technology ultimately reflects a use of an
effect (technology) treating Cause, and thus must work in Co-Ordination and in Unity
with the Father. In addition, benefit to humanity, in the cleaning of a certain amount
of contamination or destruction, must encourage the Development of Unique Gifts and
Resources for the Collective Welfare of the people.
However, it is not humanity alone that factors in this consideration of the artificial
transformation of Atomic Energy. In the Great Divine Director’s Sharing, concerning
the Evolution of Devic Life, it was made clear that such changes of Nuclear and Chemical
fallout would produce changes in the form aspect of itself, thus interfering with the
Divine Plan for humanity. This use must consider the Greatest Good for EVERY Life
Stream concerned.

If the human experiment includes the Revelation of allowing God’s Pure Energy to Flow
forth through humanity, then the journey to embodying the Conscious Effort required
to Control the Feeling must not be disrupted by the use of technology. As Resonance
elevates the experience, to put it bluntly, gets simpler, by the very nature that the
duality of fear and Love are ultimately Resolved into Love.
Humanity’s Higher Mental Body knows everything required. Any use of technology
carries within it the risk of short-circuiting the Truth that everything required is already
contained within the Higher Mental Body. While none here need to be reminded, that
what might stretch the rubber band might also break it without the ‘I AM’ Presence
Qualified Due Diligence, this must for the sake of completeness be stated. The measure
to which this allowance is diminished will correspond to taking away from the
Application of Life and the direct experience of allowing the ‘I AM’ Presence to Act.
From the Elemental Perspective We must remember that any interruption of
Evolutional Procession on the part of humanity would interfere with the Potential of
how Humanity shall Consciously Co-Create with the Elementals in the Golden Age to
come. It is humanity who must direct their Invocations and Projections of opportunity
within the Golden Age from within their own Inner Individualizations of the Expressions
of God Life when using the Elemental Supply.
Through this, We are confronted with a historical context. Lord Michael stated that,
“The Messiahship of Christ and the Messiahship of Myself are intrinsically United; even
though Christ Jesus and Christ Michael are two unique Aspects of the Living Godhead,
serving the Holy Father, My Position is to Protect and Preserve the Seed of the Divine
Family (the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Divine Seed) from the fallen hierarchies in the lower
heavens. These fallen hierarchies are the chief Lords of Light who rebelled against the
Father and who have the collective power as the local hierarchy to prevent Spiritual
Evolution on this Planet. You call them the Illuminati and the Cabal!” It is proposed
that countering the efforts of the fallen hierarchies through the use of technology
could, with the Correct Understanding and Consideration, offer an avenue and
opportunity of Karmic Adjustment. It goes without saying that if technology is to be
used, it should support a wider Realization that war, control or suppressive machines
and machinations, exploration beyond one’s own ability to first be able to successfully
Live within one’s own immediate reality (space travel and the colonization of other
planets etc), to internet devices and addictive programming, artificial intelligence and
technology that moves humanity away from self-empowerment or Mindless application
are to be things of the past.

Any use of technology cannot result in the leaving behind of any part of any Soul Parent
through attachment to those technologies. The Paradox of any use of technology by
humanity would be the extraction of part of themselves away from themselves. Even
turning to Those outside of the current planetary scheme would only incur further
Karmic imbalance, that would have to be Resolved in some way.
Beloved Jesus stated the following. “You have before you a crossroad that faces
humanity! One Path leads to a planet that will succumb to technology and thus will
lock humanity into a virtual reality that shall be one of the hardest addictions to ever
escape from. The other is one where the use of technology shall allow for the expansion
of consciousness whereby that technology will dissolve and be surpassed by God
Consciousness within the Higher Octaves of Christ Consciousness.” With this
understanding, it becomes clear that any use of technology must allow for the
expansion of consciousness whereby that technology dissolves and is surpassed by God
Consciousness within the Higher Octaves of Christ Consciousness.
There may also be an opportunity concerning the omission of the Divine by mainstream
academics in the present. On one hand, there could be benefit from bridging the
mainstream separation of Science and the Divine. On the other hand, a dramatic
stirring might create fractures in many emotional bodies. Perhaps the use of
technology might also form a gentle foundation to begin building a bridge between
Science and Spirituality.
Given the sharing of Beloved Mother Mary, along with the reminder of Jacoba’s
previous Sharing, this New Petition should also receive a Grant to clear, cleanse and
release all Human and Planetary Karmic Memory, particularly that of fear! Our Dear
Sister has requested that, “Not just those who join and undertake this Light Activation
as a Member of the Elemental Grace Alliance, but EVERY human being here now and
who shall Be Come into incarnation from this time forward! I desire that all addictions,
no matter what they may be, in life now be cleared from human life, to allow ‘The Joy
and Power of New Beginnings’.” In addition, this Grant should cleanse those places
upon Beloved Mother Gaia where humanity have lived and died. Whatever the
Decision, Jacoba has shown us that, “This release is about forgetting everything that
mankind has ever been taught, it is about the memory of humanity as a personality,
that is no longer pertinent to Who They Are Becoming. It is about releasing the hooks
and energetic ties at the deepest levels of human DNA where the core of these patterns
lay!”
Dispensations that We are including within this overall Petition.
1. The Cleaning Up Of Nuclear Fallout And Chemical Waste Dispensation.

2. The Universal Ambassadors Educational Dispensation.
3. The Ascension Flame Dispensation (The 144,000 Seeds Of The Adam/Lilith
Kadmon Man And Woman Dispensation).
4. The Removal Of Planetary And Human Primal Karmic Cell Implants And DNA
Programming Dispensation.
5. The Dissolution Of Technology That Shall Suppress Humanity Within Any Sort Of
Delayed ‘Incarnational Loop’ Of Any Compartmentalized Mind Consciousness
Dispensation.
6. The Time Contraction Dispensation.
In closing, the unascended Dear Souls of the Sun Of Even Pressure Council hand this
over to Lady Portia to Qualify and Deliberate upon. In our limited awareness there is
much to consider in what has been presented. And yet, this expression in of Itself
represents what it is for Those both With and without the Eyes to See the Fullness of
All That Is. A New Seed of Consciousness has been both planted and has begun to
Sprout. Whether Its growth will mature is for the Karmic Board of Directors to
Determine. We Pray the Purity of Our Intentions are the Root of this Growth and We
Give Thanks for the Expressions from amongst the Seven Spheres that continue to
Support the Full Qualification of this Petition on All Levels of Existence.
‘I AM’ the Sun Of Even Pressure Council in Service to Humanity, the Angelic and
Elemental Kingdoms, and the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan.
Thank you All for Listening.

